The development of suitable shielding material is a key challenge in the advancement of spherical tokamak fusion reactors. Tungsten carbide (WC) is a promising candidate material owing to its low neutron and gamma attenuation lengths resulting from the combination of high-Z and low-Z elements, but its behavior under prolonged exposure to fusion neutrons is poorly understood. Here, we shed light on the microstructural evolution of WC under neutron irradiation by investigating the formation and clustering of defects using density functional theory atomic simulations. It is found that deviation from stoichiometry is accommodated entirely by C defects (vacancies and interstitials), while the disorder induced by radiation damage may be accommodated by three competing processes (C-Frenkel, antisite, and Schottky) with similar energetics. Vacancy clusters involving a combination of both tungsten and carbon vacancies show increasingly favorable binding energies with increasing cluster size and may lead to the formation of undesirable extended defects such as dislocation loops and voids. The accommodation of the three main transmutation elements Re, Os, and Ta was also considered, as well as their interaction with radiation-induced intrinsic defects. It was found that all three species are preferentially accommodated as substitution defects on the W sublattice, and they all exhibit a thermodynamic drive to bind with W vacancies, while Ta also binds with C vacancies and with Re and Os substitutions. This suggests that radiation-induced vacancy sinks (e.g., voids and dislocation loops) will likely be enriched in transmutation elements, and that these further stabilize the vacancy clusters, potentially aggravating swelling. However, it is predicted that under equilibrium conditions, all three species exhibit limited solubility in WC, assuming that the competing phases for precipitation are TaC (s) , Os (s) , and Re (s) . Further investigation into the C-(Ta,Re,Os)-W phase diagram is needed to improve the accuracy of these predictions.
INTRODUCTION
Fusion tokamak reactors are a promising source of a sustainable and low-carbon energy, and their development is chiefly limited by advancements in material science. Spherical tokamaks are particularly promising owing to their compact size and associated reduced cost of development. 1 Here, the greatest technological challenge lies in the design of suitable materials capable of shielding the superconducting magnets from the radiation field generated within the reactor. 1, 2 Tokamak reactors rely on superconducting magnets to provide magnetic confinement of the fusion plasma. The complex metal oxide materials, such as YBaCuO 3 , used for the magnetic coils are known to be strongly susceptible to radiation damage at the low temperatures required for the superconductive behavior (<93 K). 3 To enable sustained operation of a tokamak reactor, it is therefore crucial to shield these materials from neutron and γ radiation emitted from the plasma.
Radiation shielding is particularly challenging for the central column of spherical tokamaks, where space is at a premium. 2 For this tokamak design, replacing conventional shielding materials with more effective ones maximizes the space available for the magnetic coil and plasma, and therefore increases tokamak power density.
The ideal shielding material must primarily attenuate energetic neutrons from the D-T reaction, but also absorb gamma and X-rays produced through the interaction of these neutrons with the shielding material. Therefore, it must (a) have a reasonable macroscopic cross-section for neutron absorption (Σ a ), (b) be an effective neutron moderator (high macroscopic slowing down power, MSDP) and (c) have a large attenuation coefficient for high energy gamma (μ). This poses a material selection challenge since elements that exhibit high μ also have low MSDP, and vice versa. More precisely, the MSDP can be approximated to vary with the inverse of the atomic number i k j j j j y { z z z z ≈ Σ + MSDP s A 2 2 3 , while μ increases roughly linearly with atomic mass (μ ∝ Z).
Tungsten carbide exhibits a combination of high atomic packing, reasonably large thermal absorption cross-section of W (Σ a 25 meV = 18.3 b, without isotopic enrichment 4 ), large MSDP from C atoms, and large μ contribution from W. This favorable combination of nuclear properties, in addition to its excellent and extensively characterized thermophysical and manufacturing properties, make WC a promising candidate material for the shielding of components in spherical tokamak reactors, 5−8 as well as for the diverter in conventional tokamak reactors. 9−12 The implicit consequence of exposing a material with nonnegligible Σ a (such as W) to a neutron field, is that the material will be transmuted to heavier isotopes, potentially changing the composition through decay of the newly generated isotopes. Gilbert and Sublet 13 have shown that exposing W to neutron fluxes typical of fusion tokamaks leads to the formation of considerable amounts of Ta, Re, and Os, reaching parts-perthousand in under 1 year. Gilbert and Sublet 13 have also shown that all other activation products (Ir, Pt, Hf, H, He) only reach negligible concentrations even after 5 years of exposure. Similar concentrations are expected to form in WC; in fact, the presence of C, a strongly moderating element, may accelerate the formation of activation products. The presence of these transmutation elements may affect the physical and mechanical properties of the material, especially if they segregate into secondary phases or grain boundaries.
Tungsten carbide is a well-studied material, extensively used in cutting tools and high-wear components 14, 15 owing to its extreme hardness (20.4 GPa), 16, 17 high melting point (>3000 K) and excellent thermal stability and oxidation properties. 5, 18 Owing to the layered hexagonal structure of WC, the material is expected to exhibit many anisotropic properties, including thermal conductivity 19 and chemical diffusivity. 20 This may also result in anisotropic swelling and grain boundary cracking, as has been observed in other layered hexagonal structures, 21−23 therefore directional swelling should be considered in component design via texture engineering.
Despite the importance of the material, few experimental studies have considered its use in radiation environments, 5−11 and even fewer irradiation experiments have been performed, chiefly in the 1970s with the aim of hardening the material for cutting tools. 24−27 This is in contrast to W metal, in which the microstructural evolution under irradiation, and the corresponding changes in material properties, have been extensively characterized through experimental irradiation with He, 28−33 H isotopes, 33−37 heavy ions, 28,38−43 and neutrons. 44−52 A particular concern of W (both alloyed and unalloyed), is the segregation of Re and Os transmutation products, first in the form of clusters within the W matrix and later as Re−Os-rich precipitates, 45, 47, 48 which are known to aggravate the radiationinduced embrittlement of W metal. 46, 47 The fluence at which these precipitates appear, and when they start to dominate the degradation of the mechanical properties, is dependent on alloy type, temperature, and neutron flux. 50, 52 On the other hand, WC has been the subject of many atomic-scale computational studies, including investigation of bulk properties, 53 point defects, 20, 54, 55 self-diffusivity, 20 radiation damage, 56, 57 and gas retention. 56,58−60 Previous DFT work 20, 54, 55 has shown that in dilute conditions, C vacancies are the most easily accommodated intrinsic point defects, followed by C interstitials (trigonal site on the C sublattice) and W vacancies, while W interstitials are highly unfavorable. This is evident from the formation energies of the respective defects, reproduced in Table 1 . However, no DFT study thus far has considered the evolution of these point defects with increasing concentration due to the continued exposure to fusion neutrons. Additionally, no study has investigated whether transmutation products of W can be accommodated in WC.
Here, we build on previous work by investigating the driving force for formation of defect clusters (section 3), which underpins the microstructural evolution of the material under irradiation, such as the nucleation of voids, interstitial loops, vacancy loops, and bubbles. We then re-examine the disorder processes in the material (section 4) by extending the analysis of previous work to include defect clusters as well as dilute defects, which appears to have a significant effect on the predicted disorder behavior of WC. In section 5, we consider the solubility of W transmutation products, and how these affect the radiation tolerance of the material. This is investigated both for dilute conditions and at higher concentrations by including the contribution of defect clusters. Finally, in section 6 the findings are summarized and conclusions regarding the suitability of WC as shielding material are drawn.
METHODOLOGY
2.1. Computational Details. All DFT simulations were carried out using the Vienna Ab-Initio Simulation Package (VASP) 61, 62 using the PBE formalism of the generalized gradient approximation for exchange-correlation functional 63 and the D3 Van-der-Waals correction term of Grimme. 64 The post-DFT Van-der-Waals treatment has been shown to be important for the simulation of point defects in WC, and for an accurate description of graphite. 20, 65, 66 Atoms were described with PAW pseudopotentials 67 from the VASP 5.3 repository with 4 and 14 valence electrons for C and W, respectively. A consistent plane-wave cutoff of 500 eV was used throughout. Ta, Re, and Os atoms were described with valence p electrons. As WC exhibits no band gap, 53 the 
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Article defects were calculated in charge neutral cells and the partial occupancies of bands were treated with a first-order Methfessel-Paxton smearing function of width 0.1 eV. 68 The calculated lattice parameters, elastic constants, formation energies, and cohesive energies are in good agreement with previous DFT 53, 58 and experimental work 16 (full details in the Supporting Information).
Defect calculations were performed in a prerelaxed 128 atom supercell, formed by 4 × 4 × 4 replicas of the conventional unit cell. This supercell is large enough to accommodate divacancy and trivacancy clusters with self-interaction energy less than 0.06 eV, as calculated through linear elastic theory using the aneto tool. 69 On the other hand, single W interstitials yielded non-negligible self-interaction energies of up to 0.65 eV. However, this finite size error remains below 5% of the defect formation energy, which is unusually large at 14 eV, and because of the large positive formation energy, these defects are not relevant under equilibrium conditions. Defect calculations were performed at constant volume (only internal degrees of freedom were minimized) from the relaxed supercells and without enforcing any symmetry operations. The convergence criteria for electronic and ionic minimization was 10 −6 eV and 10 −5 eV, respectively. K-point sampling of the Brillouin zone was performed with Γ-centered 3 × 3 × 3 Monkhorst−Pack grids 70 for the supercell.
2.2. Formation Energy and Binding Energy Definition. The formation energy (E f ) is defined according to
where E DFT (defect) and E DFT (perfect) are the DFT total energies of the defective and perfect supercells (of same size), and μ x is the energy of any atoms (n) that is added or removed from the perfect crystal to create the defect. This was taken from a DFT calculation of the ground state structure of the elemental material: graphite, bcc-W, bcc-Ta, hcp-Re, and hcp-Os. For extrinsic species, we also considered the equivalent defect formation reaction where the chemical reservoir of extrinsic species are their monocarbides (TaC, ReC, OsC), as these are phases that may potentially form over the elemental metals in a C-rich environment. Note that eq 1, applied to extrinsic defects, also defines the solution energy of the extrinsic species X in WC. For instance, in the case a of a substitution onto the W sublattice, the solution reaction is
However, it is important to note that Ta, Re, and Os are formed by the transmutation of W, and therefore, unlike conventional defect chemistry, the reactions are necessarily not mass balanced. Specifically, when considering a transmutation of W, the W atom is not displaced by the transmutation element, but it is instead replaced by it. In this scenario, more relevant reactions maybe
But these are only two of many potential (competing) reactions. To ascertain which reaction would dictate the partitioning of Ta, Re, and Os in a neutron-irradiated WC requires greater knowledge of the thermodynamic stability of ternary, quaternary, and quinary phases in the C−(Ta,Re,Os)− W phase diagram, as well as precise knowledge of the W/C stoichiometry. As there are significant gaps in the knowledge in this area, 71−77 we will refrain from making assumptions, and instead we report formation energies according to conventional point defect chemistry, which can be corroborated in laboratory conditions through conventional synthesis and doping strategies. The binding energy E b of a defect cluster is defined as the energy released (or absorbed) to form a bound cluster from the constituent defects in dilute form. For instance, considering the following trivacancy cluster, in Kroger−Vink notation, 78
the binding energy is defined as
thus a negative E b implies an attractive interaction and positive E b implies a repulsive interaction. Note that the binding energy is insensitive to the definition of chemical potential, as all the μ x terms cancel out. We use the following short-hand notation to define larger clusters:
The binding energy of clusters containing more than two defects may be described as the sum of the pairwise defect− defect interaction plus a many-body term. Taking for instance a vacancy triplet, the binding energy may be described as 79
is the DFT-calculated binding energy of the vacancy triplet, E b (V ij ) is the DFT-calculated binding energy of vacancy pair (ij) with same the same configuration as that found in the vacancy triplet (three pair configurations), and E three-body is defined as the energy difference (positive or negative) between the explicitly calculated binding energy and the sum of the pairwise interactions. More generally, for a cluster containing n vacancy this is expanded as
This definition allows for an estimation of the binding energy of a cluster of arbitrary size from the binding energy of a cluster of smaller sizes.
VACANCY CLUSTERS
Defect clustering is the first step in the microstructural evolution of materials exposed to radiation. For instance, vacancy clustering may lead to void nucleation, the formation of (vacancy) dislocation loops, and decreased vacancymediated solute diffusion and self-diffusion. In this section we investigate the formation of vacancy clusters, starting from divacancies and then considering larger vacancy clusters.
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Article Divacancy clusters made up of either two C vacancies {V C :V C }, two tungsten vacancies {V W :V W }, or a Schottky pair {V C :V W } were considered. Henceforth, these clusters will be referred to as V CC , V WW , and V CW , respectively . For each cluster type, we simulated all divacancy configurations with interdefect distance ranging from first nearest neighbor (1nn) to twelfth nearest neighbor (12nn), as illustrated in Figure 1 . Table 2 provides the nomenclature used to uniquely identify defect clusters, as a function of nearest neighbor distances.
The binding energies of the divacancy clusters are presented in Figure 2 . All V CW exhibit negative (favorable) binding energy, with a remarkably strong binding in the first nearest neighbor configuration (−1.38 eV). This suggests that dissimilar vacancies exhibit an attractive force and will tend to form bound Schottky defects where the two vacancies are nearest neighbors. V WW also exhibits significant binding in all but one configuration (9th nn), with the most favorable configurations observed at the closest nearest neighbors (2c and 2b configurations). On the other hand, V CC clusters exhibit positive binding energies throughout, indicating that there is a clear repulsion between C vacancies, and that no carbon vacancy clusters will form unless tungsten vacancies are present.
Given the strong binding observed in some divacancy clusters, we also considered trivacancy and tetravacancy clusters. To reduce the large number of possible three-body and four-body configurations into a computationally practicable number of simulations, we considered only those clusters where at least one pair of vacancies was in the most favorable configuration for a divacancy cluster of that type. By way of example, Figure 3a shows three V CCW clusters where the strongly bound V CW −1nn cluster is observed twice for each configuration. Figure 3b shows two V CCWW clusters where the same V CW −1nn interaction appears four times, as well as the favorable V WW −2nn interactions. Overall, we considered 14 trivacancy configurations and 25 tetravacancy configurations. Figure 4 shows the per-vacancy formation energy (top) and binding energy (bottom) of vacancy clusters as a function of the clusters composition. The results are also illustrated as a function of cluster size in the Supporting Information, together with tabulated data. Figure 4 (top) shows a clear trend of increasing stability with increasing concentration of carbon vacancies in the cluster. V Crich clusters exhibit lower formation energy per vacancy than V W -rich clusters, with cluster size affecting the energy only to the second order (detailed description of the effect of cluster size on formation energy of clusters is provided in the The last column specifies whether the two defects reside on the same sublattice or on opposite sublattices. The two sublattices are equivalent. 
Article Supporting Information Figure S1 ). This suggest that carbon vacancies are more easily accommodated in the lattice than tungsten vacancies, irrespective of whether they form clusters or remain dilute.
On the other hand, mixed V C −V W clusters appear to be strongly bound, Figure 4 (bottom), reaching binding energies of −1.33 eV/vacancy when the cluster is composed of an equal number of V C and V W (i.e., V C /(V C +V W ) = 0.5). Any deviation from this cluster stoichiometry leads to a decrease in cluster stability (reduced binding). The attractive binding energy of mixed V C −V W clusters appears to increase with increasing cluster size, within the clusters considered here. For both trivacancy and tetravacancy clusters, the most favorable clusters are composed of a mixture of V C and V W , arranged in the most compact configurations (shown in Figure 3 ). These cluster configurations are the ones where the strongly bound V CW −1nn pairwise interaction is present multiple times. However, all other V CCWW mixed cluster configurations (i.e., tetravacancies with equal portion of C and W vacancies) are also strongly bound.
Although pure V C clusters exhibit the lowest formation energies (∼2.5 eV/vacancy), they also have the largest repulsive (positive) binding energies. This indicates that single C vacancies will be accommodated in dilute form and will not cluster unless associated with one or more W vacancies. On the other hand, dilute W vacancy clusters are not readily accommodated in WC, but their formation energy can be greatly reduced by clustering with C vacancies. Generally, all clusters will tend to have equal number of C and W vacancies, owing to the highly favorable {V C :V W }−1nn pairwise interaction.
It is likely that the trend in our data would continue for larger vacancy clusters, but these are too large to be modeled explicitly with the current method. We have therefore used the defect energies of the vacancy pairs to approximate the binding energy of larger clusters with the assumption that the pairwise interactions dominate over many-body interactions. Figure 5 shows that the pairwise interactions provide a reasonable firstorder approximation for the binding energy of trivacancy clusters (filled triangles), and less so for tetra-vacancy clusters (hollow squares). The accuracy of this method is clearly insufficient to make a quantitative prediction for larger clusters, but nevertheless the trend of increasing binding energy for clusters containing a majority of {V C :V W }−1nn pairwise interactions is evident (i.e., blue data points are consistently lower energy than red ones), reinforcing the finding that larger vacancy clusters containing a similar number of V C and V W are likely to form.
INTRINSIC DISORDER PROCESSES
Disorder processes in WC have been investigated in previous literature 20, 54 within the common approximation that all defect concentrations are in the dilute, noninteracting limit. In light of the remarkable stability of vacancy clusters presented above, we re-examined the disorder processes to include defect clusters as well as dilute defects.
To that end, a similar analysis presented above for vacancy clusters was repeated for antisite clusters {C W :C W }, {W C :W C } and bound antisite {C W :W C }. These were found to exhibit strongly attractive binding energy, as large as −15.46 eV in the case of {C W :W C }, which exhibits opposing strain field (refer to the Supporting Information for detailed list of defect energies). 
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Article Substitution-interstitial pairs were also investigated, as these configurations were observed to form spontaneously as a result of atomic relaxation from unstable tungsten interstitials. All {W C :C i }−1nn clusters were considered, and three configurations were found to be stable exhibiting attractive large binding energies ranging from −5.80 eV to −8.14 eV (refer to the Supporting Information for full list of defect energies). As both W C and C i create compressive strain fields, minimizing elastic strain is not the sole driving force for defect clustering in WC. Table 3 shows the energy associated with Frenkel, Schottky, and antisite disorder, calculated with both the conventional assumption of dilute noninteracting point defects, and from the formation energy of bound defect pairs. Where more than one configuration exists (e.g., multiple stable interstitial sites, or multiple nonequivalent clusters of the same composition) the range of energy is provided, with the lowest energy value being the most relevant near equilibrium.
It is evident that clustered configurations significantly reduce the energy required to accommodate disorder in WC. The reduction in energy is particularly remarkable for antisite pair production, which appeared to be the least likely mechanisms under dilute conditions and is found to be highly favorable when clusters are considered. Similarly, Schottky pairs exhibit a remarkable reduction in formation energy when forming clusters, as was shown in Figure 4 .
Frenkel pairs are also expected to exhibit a reduction in energy at high concentration (small defect distances), however, clusters of these were not calculated because (a) at the first and second nearest neighbor, the defects are expected to annihilate spontaneously and (b) at larger distances the number of vacancy−interstitial combinations are computationally intractable.
Overall, the large formation energies of W-Frenkels (21.08− 25.82 eV) indicate that this disorder process is negligible under equilibrium conditions. On the other hand, bound Schottky, bound antisite, and C-Frenkel defects have much lower formation energies of 6.70, 6.84, and 7.09 eV, respectively. All three processes are likely to compete in the accommodation of disorder in the material, under both equilibrium and nonequilibrium conditions (e.g., radiation damage). The findings are in qualitative agreement with positron lifetime spectroscopy measurements of WC, 27 which observe that only C vacancies are formed following irradiation with 1 MeV electrons (at 200 K with a dose of 1.8 × 10 23 m −2 ), but both W and C vacancies are observed in samples irradiated with 2.5 MeV electrons (at 80 K with a dose of 1.2 × 10 22 m −2 ). In all cases, the predominant defects show a strong tendency to cluster, indicating that at the elevated temperatures of operations in a fusion reactor, the defects are likely to evolve into extended defects, such as dislocation loops and voids.
ACCOMMODATION OF TRANSMUTATION
PRODUCTS TA, RE, AND OS Exposure to neutron fluxes causes activation and transmutation of W. Among the many decay products, tantalum (Ta), rhenium (Re), and osmium (Os) have been shown to form in considerable amounts. 13 These elements are known to deteriorate the mechanical properties of metallic W, 45−52 and it is therefore important to investigate their interaction and redistribution within WC.
Given the chemical affinity with W, and the similar metallic radii, it is reasonable to assume that Ta, Re, and Os will most likely be accommodated on W sites. Nevertheless, all possible interstitial sites were also considered, and five stable interstitial sites were found for each element. The calculated formation energies for solution from the standard state (metallic Ta, Re, and Os) and from monocarbides (TaC, ReC, and OsC) are shown in Table 4 . As expected, all three elements are most easily accommodated as substitutions on W sites. All dilute interstitial defects exhibit large formation energies of similar magnitude to W i , with the TriC site being the most favorable, as is the case for W self-interstitials.
Once transmutation products form, they may be retained in the WC lattice, or they may precipitate out as a secondary phase. The competition between dissolution and precipitation can be predicted by considering the formation energy of the defects and that of the competing precipitate phases. In the case of Ta, it is reasonable to assume that TaC (NaCl structure) is the most likely competing phase. 71−73 On the other hand, limited thermodynamic information is available regarding the WC region of C−Re−W and C−Os−W phase diagrams. 74−77 ReC and OsC phases have been reported experimentally, but only at high-pressures, 80,81 while Re 2 C has also been reported as a stable competing phase for accommodation of Re. Some phase diagrams show that the competing phases are the elemental metals Re and Os, or their solid solution phase with W metal, but this is extrapolated from limited thermodynamic data, and the formation of ternary phases cannot be excluded definitively. Additionally, the stability of the potential phases would be strongly sensitive to the stoichiometry variation of WC.
The positive solution energy of TaC (0.81 eV) indicates that Ta exhibits limited solubility in WC and will preferentially segregate as cubic TaC instead. If one were to assume that ReC and OsC are the most likely phases competing against solubility, it would appear that Re and Os are highly soluble in WC. However, that is not the case if one considers the These are the total reaction energy to accommodate the process, thus the formation energy of the individual defects involved in these processes is half of the value reported in this table (all processes involve only two defects). 1.05 eV) , with a strong drive for segregation. The formation of Os-rich precipitate may also influence the thermodynamic of Ta and Re accommodation in WC, by providing an alternative competing phase in which these elements may dissolve. These results only consider dilute, binary mixtures. To investigate the effect of increasing concentration beyond the dilute noninteracting regime, we simulated clusters containing multiple transmutation elements. All possible configurations of disubstitution clusters onto W sites were simulated up to the 10th nearest neighbor (here we are also counting C atoms in the neighbor list, consistent with Figure 1 and Table 2 ). The resulting binding energies are shown in Figure 6 (tabulated values in Supporting Information).
In most cases, the binding energy between defect pairs is positive (i.e., repulsive), with the notable exceptions of Re−Ta and Os−Ta clusters. These defect pairs exhibit an attraction at all distances considered here, with increasing strength at closer distance. It is therefore expected that Ta will be colocated with Re and Os when in solution in WC.
We have also considered the potential binding of transmutation elements with intrinsic defects caused by radiation damage, specifically W and C vacancies, presented in Figure 7 . All three transmutation elements considered here show some degree of binding toward W vacancies (bottom panel). These generally increase with increasing proximity to the W vacancy, and the binding is strongest for Os. At the closest distance, the in-plane configuration (2b) is preferred by Os and Re, while the c-axis aligned configuration (2c) is preferred by Ta. Favorable binding energies of {Ta W /Re W /Os W :V W } clusters suggest that the presence of transmutation elements may stabilize W vacancies, thereby potentially accelerating radiation-induced swelling in the material. On the other hand, Os and Re show clear repulsion from C vacancies (except for the {Os W :V C }−1nn cluster), while Ta exhibits attraction to C vacancies at all distances. Given that W and C vacancies are also strongly bound (see section 3), this suggests that vacancy clusters and voids will likely be decorated by Ta, and possibly also by Re and Os.
The favorable binding between Ta W and Os W and Re W also has a stabilizing effect on the constituent defects: it implies that the coproduction of Ta together with Re and Os leads to a slight increase in solubility limit of the constituent elements, by reducing the associated solution energy by up to 0.07−0.13 eV/atom. This is, however, a comparatively small change compared to the solution energy of Ta Re and Os in WC. This can be clearly seen in Figure 8 (irrespective of which reference phase is considered), where the solution energy of pairs of dopants (e.g., Re+Ta) appears to be only slightly less than the average of the solution energy of their respective constituents (e.g., Re and Ta in isolation).
In Figure 8 the solution energies are calculated taking into account both dilute and pair cluster defects. The top two panels consider the case where the competing phase for precipitation are the elemental metals (top) or their respective monocarbides (middle). It is evident that the predicted solubility is strongly sensitive to the choice of reference phase. The bottom panel of Figure 8 presents the case where the competing phases for precipitation are taken as TaC, Re (s) , and Os (s) . According to the best available experimental thermodynamic data of the C−(Ta,Re,Os)−W ternary phase, these are the most relevant phases that may precipitate in the presence of Ta, Re, and Os in WC. 71−77 In this scenario, all elements exhibit limited solubility and are predicted to segregate. This is further confirmed by considering solution enthalpies at 300 K, extrapolated to any arbitrary cluster 
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Article composition, presented in Figure 9 . These are obtained by considering all dilute and clustered defects, and averaging the formation enthalpies following Boltzmann statistics. The Supporting Information contains similar plots produced at 0, 300, and 2000 K, and with respect to different competing phases for precipitation (Ta/Os/Re, TaC/ReC/OsC, and TaC/Re/Os).
In short, it is predicted that the most common activation products of W formed by irradiation with fusion neutrons are largely insoluble in WC under equilibrium conditions. However, the formation or Re−Ta and Os−Ta clusters appears to slightly increase the solubility of the cogenerated transmutation products; and the binding of W vacancies to Ta/Re/Os, and that of C vacancies to Ta, suggest that the excess vacancies caused by radiation damage will be stabilized by the transmutation of W into Ta, Re, and Os, and that vacancy defects (voids, dislocation loops) will be enriched in transmutation elements.
It is important bear in mind that shielding material in fusion tokamaks are subject to conditions that are far from equilibrium (continued exposure to a fast neutron flux, strong temperature gradients, and potentially fast temperature transitions), and therefore there is no guarantee that the solutes will partition according to the thermodynamic solubility regimes. For instance, it has been observed that neutron irradiation of W metal at temperatures below 800°C leads to the formation of Os−Re precipitates at fluences higher than 1.5 dpa, even when the solute concentration is below the thermodynamic solubility limit. 48 Whether or not a behavior similar to that observed in W can be expected in WC depends on many factors, not the least what are the most likely competing phases for segregation, for which there is a clear lack of both experimental and computational knowledge, and further investigation in this area is encouraged. An additional consideration that should be taken into account, beyond the thermodynamic insight into phase stability and interfacial energies, is the kinetic drag of solutes toward defect sinks such as grain boundaries, which could lead to local enrichment/ depletion of solutes at microstructural features, beyond/below the solubility limits.
CONCLUSIONS
Deviation of stoichiometry in WC is entirely accommodated by C vacancy (WC 1−x ) and C interstitials (WC 1+x ), as these are the most energetically favorable dilute point defects. At higher concentrations, vacancy clusters containing at least one V W exhibit significant drive toward clustering. Particularly strong binding was observed for mixed vacancy clusters V CW , V CCW , V CWW , and V CCWW , with no indication that the trend toward binding would decrease in larger clusters. The favorable clustering of vacancies suggests that void nucleation may be a concern in WC.
Almost all substitution clusters and antisites were found to have favorable binding energies. In particular, the 1nn antisite {C W :W C } exhibited remarkably strong binding, reducing the overall formation energy of an antisite pair from 22.30 eV for dilute defects, to 6.84 eV. Clusters involving an antisite with an interstitial yielded similar results, indicating that these types of defect will also readily form clusters in WC.
With regard to disorder processes, bound Schottky, bound antisites, and C-Frenkel showed lower formation energies of 6.70, 6.84, and 7.09 eV, respectively. All three processes will compete in the accommodation of disorder in the material, 
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Article providing multiple pathways for microstructural evolution induced by radiation damage. In the case of Schottky and antisite processes, this will lead to the formation of defect clusters, which may grow into extended defects (e.g., dislocation loops and voids).
The accommodation of Ta, Re, and Os transmutation products in WC is achieved entirely by substitution onto the W sublattice, while interstitial defects appear highly unfavorable, with similar defect energies to W self-interstitials. The solubility of Ta, Re, and Os in WC is likely very limited, however accurate prediction requires more thermodynamic information on the C−(Ta,Re,Os)−W phase diagram, which is currently scarce. An in-depth analysis of the WC−corner of the ternary−quaternary and quinary phase diagrams is encouraged, similar to that done on the C−V−W system. 82 Re and Os are expected to cluster with W vacancies, and Ta will bind with both W and C vacancies. Thus, voids and vacancy loops will likely be enriched in Ta, Re, and Os. The formation of these clusters may further stabilize the intrinsic vacancies and lead to accelerated swelling in the material. This deleterious effect may be mitigated by encouraging the partitioning of transmutation elements into secondary phases; however, this must be balanced against the potentially negative effect of precipitating secondary phases.
Overall, the findings of this study do not rule out WC as a candidate material for shielding of spherical tokamak fusion reactors. However, further investigation is required to assess the nature of extended defects that may form as a result of radiation damage, and their impact on the materials properties. The possibility of exploiting the anisotropic diffusion character of WC via texture engineering could be explored as a potential avenue to mitigate the adverse microstructural evolution revealed in this paper.
